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Item 1       Statement of philosophy and objectives of the exploration 
 

In line with the granting of EPM 17941 the philosophy and objectives of the exploration 

was to look for a commercially viable source of opal within the sub blocks situated on the 

property known as Bunginderry Station. 

The program of works included hand prospecting, Trenching/pitting and exploration 

trenches to be excavated by backhoe and/or excavator. 

The objective was to travel to the site and put down trenches using a 21 ton Kato to gain 

information about the possible existence of opal with the intention to peg a mineral lease 

and develop a mine. 

 

Item 2   Summary of Assay results 

 
As the resource that we wish to identify is precious opal which is deposited within 

ironstone boulders there is no assay associated with the exploration activity. 

Sampling process of collecting examples that may indicate opal is all that is necessary 

and will be covered in item 5. (Some commercial specimen opal was found during the 

trenching process, some surface traces of sun shot opal with possible significance were 

identified during the hand prospecting however, and these traces were probably deposited 

as a result of weathering or previous mining activity. They were of no significance in 

relation to a commercially viable mine. A lot of the material was cracky, hydrated and 

unable to be cut into gem stones for jewelry.) However, it may be possible to develop a 

market for the specimen opal that was identified. 

 

Summary of Geological, Geophysical, Geochemical, Drilling Data 
 

The method of exploration for this exploration permit is consistent with the program of 

works for EPM17941. Hand prospecting, trenching and pitting exploration trenches 

excavated by backhoe, excavator or similar machine. Dimensions at the bottom of the 

excavation or at the basal clay horizon to be no more than two buckets width and a 

maximum of 50 metres long. 

 

Declaration 

 

No drilling or geochemical or remote sensor data information was gathered under this 

permit. Only trenching was used as a method to determine the existence of commercially 

viable opal. (The area that was explored is a restricted opal field with old workings in 

many locations. The aim of the exploration was to identify whether opal existed in areas 

that had not been previously mined. 



 

Geophysical 

 

The area consists of a large sandstone ridge which sweeps across the sub blocks from the 

Greek Mine ML60020 down parallel to the Ray Terrachie Road to the Bull Creek Mine. 

The area has historically mined over the last 40 years with the 2 main mines changing 

hands several times. 

Most of the exploration was carried out around the breaking parts of the ridge in an 

attempt to identify opal bearing basal clay. 

It would appear that the area is covered by a hard cap rock in many places. Some 

specimen opal was identified in softer ground on the breaking part of the ridge on the 

Diamantina Development Road end of Bull creek mine. 

 

 ML 60474 pegged over ground surrender by Bull Creek opal 

Mining Company 

 

Technical Summary 
 

The geological area comprises of a sandstone ridge which rises above a shallow alluvial 

plain. 

A total of 8 trenches were dug over the period of the EP. 

 

Trench No. 1 - S26.3220 E143.8008 

Alluvial ironstone on surface – no indications of potch. Trenched to 12 foot, encountered 

hard cap stone. Could not punch through. Back filled the trench. 

 

Trench No. 2 - S26.32266 E143.80112 

Shallow trench depth of 14 Feet, lots of sandy boulder. Some Blue Potch.  

No Gipson was sighted, some clay but scattered through the sand stone. Water from 

previous digs and run off from rain made it difficult. Backfilled. 

 

Trench No. 3 - S26.32299 E143.80127 

Shallow trench, some ironstone and potch probably from weathering of old mining 

activity. 

Some blue potch. Very grainy, highly cracky. No real indication of a clay level. Soft 

boulders, rain water runoff made it difficult, no indication of Gipson. Backfilled. 

 

Trench No. 4 - S26.92269 E143.80222 

Very similar to trench 3 opened up a bit further to look for a second level found boulders 

at about 18 ft, some colour boulder were fragmented mud stone with some web.  

Worth further attention in the future. Backfilled.  

 

 

 



Trench No. 5 - S26.30010 E143.80040 

Dug at the edge of mullock, found some specimen opal faulting back under the mullock 

from previous mining activity. Decided to step down and check for a second level and 

found some boulder at about 20 ft, the opal was cracky but suitable for specimen. This 

was the best evidence of opal; it may be that a change in the quality of the material may 

occur either further in under the mullock or at a deeper level. Further investigation will be 

needed to determine the viability of the site. 

  

Trench No. 6 - S26.29992 E143.80034 

Hard cap rock blocky sandstone no indications of opal. Backfilled. 

 

Trench No. 7 - S26.28926 E143.79601 

Hard, blocky sandstone. Could not break through. Backfilled. 

 

Trench No. 8 - S26.30721 E143.79321 

Old shallow dozer push indicated some sandstone boulder with potch and oxidized 

sandstone. Commenced to dig and found potch seam, but this material was extremely 

hydrated. The absence of moisture and the hardness of the ground forced the explorer to 

back fill the trench and move on.   

 

Pit No.1 S26.32223 E143.80197  

Shallow trenching indicted some potch and specimen grad e opal in the first 8 feet. It was 

decided to step down as a second level could not be determined without stepping down, 

the second level came in at about 21 foot, some specimen boulder and potch were 

detected, no basil clay was found, just mixed sandstone and clay. It was decided that 

further stepping down would be require to determine if a proper level exists.  

 

 
TRENCH 1   TRENCH 2  TRENCH 3 

 

 

 
TRENCH 4   TRENCH 5  TRENCH 6 

 



 
  TRENCH 7  TRENCH 8   PIT 1 

    

Photos of rehabilitated sample trenches no. 1-8 

 
The period in which exploration was carried out proved to be the wettest season in many 

years. The exploration was hampered by flooding road closures and lack of access.  

However, the explorer was able to access three main sites, two of which  proved  to be 

deficient due to the rise of the water table. Water was encountered from 8 to 18 feet and 

the trenching was abandoned as the ground water made it difficult to inspect the trenches.  

The explorer notes that prior to the unseasonal wet, similar ground would have been 

easily inspected. It was decided to concentrate exploration efforts to higher ground at the 

side of Bull Creek Mine. The owner of Bull Creek Mine indicated he was surrendering a 

small lease ML60418 and he invited the explorer to carry out trenching in the adjacent 

area. 

Trenching showed the existence of specimen opal in the formation of cracky boulders and 

wood replacement. It was decided to peg a lease over a section of this ground. 

  

 PIT ONE was extended and sunk to a depth of 36 feet blue potch and some color 

occurred in the dig  along a fault line that fell at about 40degree angle from the surface . 

the pit was opened  

,Later  rain water hampered the exploration so it was left and a lease was pegged 

Ml60474 . The lease was granted  and a plan of operations is being developed  

        
 

Three Dimensional Models 
 

No three dimensional models were generated as part of the exploration in the area. 

 

Item 3 Statement of program of activities for the permit 
 



The explorer states that the programs of activities were complied with. Hand sampling 

and trenching programs were carried out and the expenditure complied with the 

requirement. 

 

Item 4 Proposed Activities for next reporting period 

 
In line with the renewing of EPM 17941 the philosophy and objectives of the exploration 

will be to look for a commercially viable source of opal within the sub blocks situated on 

the property known as Bunginderry Station. 

The program of works will include hand prospecting, Trenching/pitting and exploration 

trench are to be excavated by backhoe and/or excavator. 

The objective is to travel to the site and put down trenches using a 21 ton Kato to gain 

information about the possible existence of opal with the intention to peg a mineral lease 

and develop a mine. 

 

 

 

Item 5 Statement of Identified Minerals 

 
As indicated on the map specimen grade opal was located on the Diamantina 

Development Road end of Bull Creek Mine. The area was pegged and in process of being 

applied for. Further exploration will need to be carried adjacent to the marked out area to 

determine if the quality of opal improves significantly adjacent to the site. 

 

 

 

 

 



Item 6 Statement describing significant mineralisation 
 

The area is surrounded by sandstone ridge which historically is identified as Bull Creek 

Mine. The ground appears to be much softer than the identified opal area which is 

covered in a hard cap rock. 

Faulting occurs in a fragmented path as the ground decreases in elevation. The surface 

vegetation is scrubby mulga with a few larger trees. Specimen grade opal has been 

identified in shallow ground from the surface to 26 feet. Shattered sand stone and patchy 

clay deposits seem to be the best indication for the existence of the resource. However the 

host rock appears to be silt stone to sand stone rather than hard iron stone. 

 

 


